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Carried to its extreme, the
logic of "military necessity"
found real security only in
extremities of destruction, in
the "silence of the graveyard."
Hull begins with a dramatic
account, based on fresh archival
work, of the German Army's slide
from administrative murder to
The City in the Greek and Roman genocide in German Southwest
World Artisan Books
Africa (1904–7). The author then
In a book that is at once a
moves back to 1870 and the war
major contribution to modern
that inaugurated the Imperial
European history and a
era in German history, and
cautionary tale for today,
analyzes the genesis and nature
Isabel V. Hull argues that the
of this specifically German
routines and practices of the
military culture and its
Imperial German Army, unchecked operations in colonial warfare.
by effective civilian
In the First World War the
institutions, increasingly
routines perfected in the
sought the absolute destruction colonies were visited upon
of its enemies as the only
European populations. Hull
guarantee of the nation's
focuses on one set of cases
security. So deeply embedded
(Belgium and northern France) in
were the assumptions and
which the transition to total
procedures of this
destruction was checked (if
distinctively German military
barely) and on another (Armenia)
culture that the Army, in its
in which "military necessity"
drive to annihilate the enemy
caused Germany to accept its
military, did not shrink from
ally's genocidal policies even
the utter destruction of
after these became militarily
civilian property and lives.
counterproductive. She then
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turns to the Endkampf (1918),
Polis Princeton University Press
the German General Staff's plan What happens when manhood suffrage, a
to achieve victory in the Great radically egalitarian institution, gets
War even if the homeland were
introduced into a deeply hierarchical
destroyed in the process—a
society? In her sweeping history of Imperial
seemingly insane campaign that
Germany's electoral culture, Anderson
completes the logic of this
shows how the sudden opportunity to
deeply institutionalized set of "practice" democracy in 1867 opened up a
military routines and practices. free space in the land of Kaisers, generals,
Hull concludes by speculating on and Junkers. Originally designed to make
the role of this distinctive
voters susceptible to manipulation by the
military culture in National
authorities, the suffrage's unintended
Socialism's military and racial consequence was to enmesh its
policies. Absolute Destruction
participants in ever more democratic
has serious implications for the procedures and practices. The result was
nature of warmaking in any
the growth of an increasingly democratic
modern power. At its heart is a culture in the decades before 1914. Explicit
warning about the blindness of
comparisons with Britain, France, and
bureaucratic routines,
America give us a vivid picture of the
especially when those
coercive pressures--from employers,
bureaucracies command the
clergy, and communities--that German
instruments of mass death.
voters faced, but also of the legalistic
German History Since 1800 Routledge
culture that shielded them from the fraud,
What defines an industry as 'creative'? How bribery, and violence so characteristic of
other early "franchise regimes." We
do you create customer value through the
emerge with a new sense that Germans
experience of creativity? Marketing in
were in no way less modern in the practice
Creative Industries addresses the specific
of democratic politics. Anderson, in fact,
challenges of marketing in the creative
industries, whilst applying marketing theory argues convincingly against the widely
accepted notion that it was pre-war
to a wide range of international examples. It
Germany's lack of democratic values and
combines a comprehensive and innovative
experience that ultimately led to Weimar's
perspective on customer value theory with
failure and the Third Reich. Practicing
practical marketing strategies and detailed
Democracy is a surprising reinterpretation
case studies. Based around the concept of
of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
customer value, it will provide you with the
Germany and will engage historians
analytical and decisional tools necessary to
concerned with the question of Germany's
"special path" to modernity; sociologists
succeed in creative industries. Key features:
A range of detailed international case studies interested in obedience, popular
throughout Offers a unique perspective on mobilization, and civil society; political
marketing in the creative industries Offering scientists debating the relative role of
institutions versus culture in the transition
invaluable insight into creative and cultural
industry marketing, this is an ideal textbook to democracy. By showing how political
activity shaped and was shaped by the
for undergraduate and postgraduate
experiences of ordinary men and women, it

marketing students.
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conveys the excitement of democratic
politics.

Europe, the Pacific Rim and South America
demonstrate that achieving innovation and
The Naked Chef Cornell University integration depends on a comprehensive
Press
understanding of all of the forces which
Drawing on archaeology, literary
drive change and responding to them with
and epigraphic evidence,
fresh ways of strategic thinking. It is
professional and technical literature, compulsory reading for MBA students and
and descriptions of cities by
executives as well as professional readers.
travellers and geographers, the
Absolute Destruction C.H.Beck
author traces the developments of Many of the institutions fundamental to the
town planning, revealing the
role of men and women in society today
importance of the city to political,
were formed in late antiquity. This pathreligious, and social life in the
breaking study offers a comprehensive look
Greek and Roman world.
at how Christian women of this time
Top 100 in European Transport and
initiated alternative, ascetic ways of living,
Logistics Services Cambridge University
both with and without men. The author
Press
studies how these practices were
Focusing on Egypt from the accession of
institutionalized, and why later they were
Diocletian in 284 to the middle of the fifth either eliminated or transformed by a new
century, this book brings together
Christian Roman elite of men we now think
information pertaining to the society,
of as the founding fathers of monasticism. economy and culture of a province
;Situated in a period that witnessed the
important to understanding the entire
genesis of institutions fundamental to this
eastern part of the later
day, this path-breaking study offers a
The Typology of the Early Codex
comprehensive look at how ancient
Cambridge University Press
Christian women initiated ascetic ways of
In a turbulent business environment, leaders living, and how these practices were then
must begin to think more broadly about
institutionalized. Using the organization of
what a corporation is and how it can create female asceticism in Asia Minor and Egypt
a richer future. With the globalisation of the as a lever, the author demonstrates that - in
world's economies, the intensification of
direct contrast to later conceptions competition, and quantum leaps in
asceticism began primarly as an urban
technological development, the insular and movement. Crucially, it also originated with
static strategic thinking of many global
men and women living together, varying the
corporations has become inadequate for
model of the family. The book then traces
understanding the business environment and how, in the course of the fourth century,
determining strategic direction. This 2006 these early organizational forms underwent
book provides comprehensive and practical a transformation. Concurrent with the
analysis of what sustainable business
doctrinal struggles to redefine the Trinity,
development (SBD) is and how companies and with the formation of a new Christian
can use it to make a significant difference. --eacute--;lite, men such as Basil of
Case studies of companies in the US,
Caesarea changed the institutional
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configuration of ascetic life in common: they periods in which the Greeks tried to preserve
emphasized the segregation of the sexes, and their way of life in a world of great powers.
the supremacy of the rural over urban
For this second edition the book has been
models. At the same time, ascetics became thoroughly revised and three new chapters
clerics, who increasingly used female saints added.
The Ancient Greek City-state Hodder
as symbols for the role of the new
Education
ecclesiastical elite. Earlier, more varied
models of ascetic life were either silenced or TEUBNER Food: Die ganze Welt der
condemned as heretical; and those who had Lebensmittel. Das Standardwerk der
been in fact their reformers became known Warenkunde als SonderausgabeDas
ausführliche Kompendium zum Thema
as the founding fathers of monasticism. American Studies in Papyrology Univ of California
Press
The core of Typology of the Early Codex is the
consolidated list of codices consulted which is
more or less a complete list of all the surviving
codices and fragments published up to November
1973 (with the exclusion of certain important
categories, e.g., the majority of Latin codices
already listed by E. A. Lowe in Codices Latini
Antiquiores). This provides a bridge between
codices which were found below ground, the
domain of papyrologists, and those which have
survived above. -from The Classical Review, New
Series, Vol. 29, no. 2, 1979

The Process of Business Model Innovation
Michael Joseph
Political activity and political thinking
began in the cities and other states of
ancient Greece, and terms such as tyranny,
aristocracy, oligarchy, democracy and
politics itself are Greek words for concepts
first discussed in Greece. Rhodes presents
in translation a selection of texts illustrating
the formal mechanisms and informal
workings of the Greek states in all their
variety. From the states described by Homer
out of which the classical Greeks believed
their states had developed, through the
archaic period which saw the rise and fall of
tyrants and the gradual broadening of
citizen bodies, to the classical period of the
fifth and fourth centuries, Rhodes also looks
beyond that to the Hellenistic and Roman

Warenkunde: Produktinformationen zu über
2000 Lebensmitteln aus aller Welt. Farbig
unterlegte Extra-Seiten sowei spezielle
Infokästen liefern interessante Informationen
zu besonderen Themen. Das Buch bietet über
2000 Fotos, zahlreiche neue
Produktaufnahmen, opulente doppelseitige
Aufmacher, brilliante Stills und Moodbilder
sowie Reportagebilder und historische Fotos zu
verschiedenen Produktgruppen. Die Ganze
Welt der Lebensmittel zum Nachschlagen und
Schmökern, vollständig, aktuell und auf
modernstem Stand. DAS umfassende
Standardwerk zu Warenkunde und
Lebensmitteln bietet Information und
sinnlichen Lesegenusse zugleich. Die
Produktgruppen im Einzelnen: Gewürze und
Würzmittel Kräuter Gemüse Getreide Obst
Milch und Käse Fisch Meeresfrüchte Fleisch
Wild und Geflügel
Alexander to Actium Oxford University Press
0-8133-9968-8 Games Real Actors Play: ActorCentered Institutionalism in Policy Research
The English Constitution Routledge
The most significant conquest of the twentieth
century may well have been the triumph of
American consumer society over Europe's
bourgeois civilization. It is this littleunderstood but world-shaking campaign that
unfolds in de Grazia's account of how the
American standard of living defeated the
European way of life and achieved the global
cultural hegemony that is both its great strength
and its key weakness today. Tracing the
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peculiar alliance that arrayed New World
status quo. Her lively narrative and well-argued
salesmanship, statecraft, and standardized goods analysis will be welcomed by anyone interested
against the Old World's values of status, craft, in today's gender politics and business culture.
and good taste, de Grazia describes how all
Griechische Palaeographie Springer
alternative strategies fell before America's
Democracy in Europe has been a recent
consumer-oriented capitalism--first the
phenomenon. Only in the wake of World
bourgeois lifestyle, then the Third Reich's
War II were democratic frameworks
command consumption, and finally the grand secured, and, even then, it was decades
experiment of Soviet-style socialist
before democracy truly blanketed the
planning.--From publisher description.
continent. Neither given nor granted,
J'aime London BRILL
democracy requires conflict, often violent
This engaging ethnography examines the
gendered nature of today's large corporate law confrontations, and challenges to the
firms. Although increasing numbers of women established political order. In Europe, Geoff
Eley convincingly shows, democracy did
have become lawyers in the past decade,
not evolve organically out of a natural
Jennifer Pierce discovers that the double
consensus, the achievement of prosperity, or
standards and sexist attitudes of legal
bureaucracies are a continuing problem for
the negative cement of the Cold War.
women lawyers and paralegals. Working as a Rather, it was painstakingly crafted,
paralegal, Pierce did ethnographic research in continually expanded, and doggedly
two law offices, and her depiction of the legal defended by varying constellations of
world is quite unlike the glamorized version
socialist, feminist, Communist, and other
seen on television. Pierce tellingly portrays the
radical movements that originally
dilemma that female attorneys face: a woman
blossomed in the later nineteenth century.
using tough, aggressive tactics—the ideal
combative litigator—is often regarded as brash Parties of the Left championed democracy
or even obnoxious by her male colleagues. Yet in the revolutionary crisis after World War
I, salvaged it against the threat of fascism,
any lack of toughness would mark her as
and renewed its growth after 1945. They
ineffective. Women paralegals also face a
organized civil societies rooted in
double bind in corporate law firms. While
egalitarian ideals which came to form the
lawyers depend on paralegals for important
work, they also expect these women—for most very fiber of Europe's current democratic
paralegals are women—to nurture them and
traditions. The trajectories of European
affirm their superior status in the office
democracy and the history of the European
hierarchy. Paralegals who mother their bosses Left are thus inextricably bound together.
experience increasing personal exploitation,
Geoff Eley has given us the first truly
while those who do not face criticism and
comprehensive history of the European
professional sanction. Male paralegals, Pierce
Left--its successes and failures; its high
finds, do not encounter the same difficulties
watermarks and its low tides; its
that female paralegals do. Pierce argues that
accomplishments, insufficiencies, and
this gendered division of labor benefits men
excesses; and, most importantly, its
politically, economically, and personally.
formative, lasting influence on the
However, she finds that women lawyers and
European political landscape. At a time
paralegals develop creative strategies for
when the Left's influence and legitimacy are
resisting and disrupting the male-dominated
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Catastrophe, she hopes to find some answers
frequently called into question, Forging
while suffering to remember the life she once
Democracy passionately upholds its vital
had. It is on Catastrophe, a planet riddled with
contribution.
dangerous creatures, where she learns things
An Archaeology of Greece Univ of
aren't always as they appear. The closest of
California Press
friends can be enemies and not even family can
London is home to a multitude of
be trusted. Enticing, powerful, Book One of The
international cuisines and some of the
Opalescent Collection, Opulent, will keep you
world's best restaurants. Following the
craving for more and guessing until the very
success of J'aime Paris and J'aime New
end.
York, Alain Ducasse compiles a list of his `Virgins of God' : The Making of
favourite eating haunts in England's capital, Asceticism in Late Antiquity BRILL
including restaurants, caf s, bars, markets, The choachytes (or morticians) of the
hotels and food specialists. He offers an
ancient Egyptian city of Thebes provided a
invaluable list of places to visit alongside
rich documentation linking the city of the
sumptuous photography. Glimpse the
living on one side of the Nile with the city
luxurious interiors of Balthazar, Keith
of the dead on the other. The family
McNally's Parisian-style brasserie in the
archives of these choachytes deal to a large
heart of Covent Garden, or the elegant
part with their professional role in serving
Georgian townhouse, York and Albany, that the dead entrusted to their care, but they are
is Gordon Ramsay's ambitious venture in
also virtually our only source of information
Regent's Park. Take note of Ducasse's
about the city of Thebes, whose physical
recommendations for visiting Maltby Street remains were ruthlessly obliterated in the
Market - this is the place to come for
nineteenth century. This material constitute
pastrami-packed reuben sandwiches at
one end of a chain which links the temple
Monty's Deli or a custard doughnut from the statues of Amun's servants and descriptions
St. John Bakery. Read about the origins of of their houses on the one hand with their
La Fromagerie, London's bestloved cheese tombs and their tomb inventories on the
shop, which houses an on-site maturing
other, allowing us to identify individual
cellar, pungent walk-in cheese room, delis choachytes from their papers. The
and caf . Covering seasonal hotspots,
papyrological finds can thus provide an
multicultural restaurants, classic London
exact dating for objects that might
destinations and the best suppliers in the
otherwise be only dated to within several
city, J'aime London is an invitation to
centuries, while the objects themselves and
discover the culinary offerings of the
the tomb architecture provide a factual
capital.
dimension to historical and legal documents
Games in Hierarchies and Networks Kgl.
Danske Videnskabernes Selskab
Struggling to remember her past, the life she
had no choice but to abandon and forced to
forget, Chenille East must also discover herself,
who she is and who she was. Forced to leave
Earth and seek refuge on the strange planet

which might otherwise remain flat and arid.
It was in order to draw attention to the
richness of all the constituent parts of this
documentation that a number of scholars
were invited to present their views on
Graeco-Roman Thebes at a colloqium held
from 9 to 11 September 1992 in Leiden, the
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Netherlands. The survey papers and
communications presented at this colloqium
are published here.
Gender at Work Univ of California Press
Jamie's first book - the one that started it all.
The Naked Chef was born out of the idea to
strip down restaurant techniques to their
bare essentials and create cool dishes for
everyone to cook at home, and get boys
back in the kitchen! It's all about having a
laugh with fun, delicious food from a young
person's perspective. _________
Celebrating the 20th anniversary of The
Naked Chef Penguin are re-releasing
Jamie's first five cookbooks as beautiful
Hardback Anniversary Editions. The Naked
Chef The Return of the Naked Chef Happy
Days with the Naked Chef Jamie's Kitchen
Jamie's Dinners _________ 'Simply brilliant
cooking, and Jamie's recipes are a joy' Nigel
Slater 'There is only one Jamie Oliver.
Great to watch. Great to cook' Delia Smith
Egypt in Late Antiquity Palgrave Macmillan
This volume offers a reassessment of the life
and scholarship of A.H.M. Jones and of the
impact and legacy of his great work The Later
Roman Empire 284–602: A Social, Economic,
and Administrative Survey (1964).

Forging Democracy Clarendon Press
The ultimate book on every aspect of Italian
food—inspiring, comprehensive, colorful,
extensive, joyful, and downright
encyclopedic.
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